[The loss of CpG dinucleotides from DNA. I. Methylated and non-methylated genome compartments in eukaryotes with different levels of 5-methylcytosine in DNA].
The methylation of cytosine residues in CpG significantly increases the frequency of m5CpG----TpG transitions in DNA and CpG dinucleotides are eliminated from the genome (CpG-suppression). In the millions of years of vertebrates evolution about 3 mol% of 5-methylcytosine have disappeared from their genome, i.e., 2-3-fold more than the amount persisting in the DNA of the now extant species. A computer analysis has been carried out of neighboring b.p. frequencies in more than 2500 sequenced genes of different species in the EMBL bank with an overall extension of over 3000 kb. It has been found that CpG methylated sites exhibit a highly irregular distribution pattern in the genome of eucaryotes. The majority of the vertebrate sequences (92%) bears the impress of a significant lack of CpG and an excess of TpG+CpA; therefore they may be referred to the genome methylated compartment. A group of genes has been discovered (about 8%) where CpG must have never been subjected to methylation. In invertebrates, such a nonmethylated compartment makes up 59% of the genome and in eubacteria--85%. A brief list of genes, belonging to the methylated and the non-methylated compartments of the invertebrate and yeast genome, is given. It has been established that the mean value of CpG-suppression in genes is directly proportional to the methylation level of total DNA in different species.